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Abstract. This paper presents a method for the modernization of information
systems that allow organizations to maintain the capabilities of existing infor-
mation systems. This method defines a horseshoe-like process based on ADM
(Architecture-Driven Modernization), and applies gap-analysis techniques to
detect the possible reuse of current functionalities to build modernized systems.
The proposal has been developed, refined and validated at Red.es, one of the
Spanish Government’s Public Entities. Our proposal includes the definition of a
process, the models used in each step, and sets of rules that can be used to
progress in this process. The proposed method thus permits systematic progress
to be made in a system modernization process: obtaining the business models of
the legacy system, comparing them with redefined business models incorpo-
rating new business rules, and finally, implementing them by adapting and
reusing the existing code.
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1 Introduction

When modernizing public organizations’ business processes, the optimization of the
services provided, and particularly the Information Systems (IS) supporting them,
becomes a key factor [1–3]. The goal is to make them more competitive and efficient in
resource use and service delivery, thus improving the State’s relationship with its
citizens. This is the case of Red.es, a Public Entity linked to the Spanish Ministry of
Industry, Energy and Tourism. One of its main duties is to act as the Spanish Authority
for the ‘.es’ domain name management. Its current strategy for the promotion of the
information society emphasizes the need to adapt its applications IS to aspects of the
new legislative framework on interoperability [4] and eGovernment [5].
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This scenario, in which a legacy IS must be upgraded to support new conditions
depending on changing business rules [6], represents the main motivation for the
proposal presented herein. We have followed the principles of the Architecture-Driven
Modernization (ADM) initiative issued by the OMG [7] to define a ‘horseshoe-like’
process based on business analysis [8, 9]. We also propose using gap analysis tech-
niques [10] to handle the differences between the current business features and those
expected. Gap analysis provides a means to identify how available business services
(known as as-is) may be assembled within the newly conceived ones (to-be) to better
meet the organizations’ goals [11, 12]. As the paper shows, the synergies of using
ADM and gap analysis together can be employed in the definition of a modernization
process for legacy IS with changes in the business to support.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the
foundations of our proposal. Section 3 presents the IS of Red.es and offers an expla-
nation of our proposal applied to a concrete scenario. Section 4 analyses some related
works and, finally Sect. 5 presents some conclusions and future works.

2 Modernization Foundations and Working Scenario

This section briefly shows the two approaches used as foundations for the proposed
modernization process: ADM and gap analysis techniques, and introduces the working
scenario at Red.es.

2.1 ADM-Based Modernization

ADM [7] defines a set of metamodels at different abstraction levels (mainly positioned
in the IT domain) and a series of transformations between them:

• Abstract Syntax Tree Metamodel (ASTM): which represents a low-level view of the
system, close to the source code.

• Knowledge Discovery Metamodel (KDM): that collects aspects from both the
technological solution and the logical structure of the system. The KDM metamodel
is composed of four layers that represent a conceptual view of the system at different
levels: infrastructure, program elements, runtime resources and abstraction. KDM
has been published independently as ISO/IEC 19506:2012 [13].
We add a third level to these two, corresponding to the business domain, also issued
by the OMG for modernization purposes but not as part of ADM:

• Semantics for Business Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR): aims to provide a vocab-
ulary for the semantics and business rules associated with the company strategy
[14].

2.2 Gap Analysis

Gap analysis is a technique that provides a means to determine how available software
assets may be assembled within the newly conceived and redefined business activities
that best meet an organization’s goals [11, 15]. The inputs of a gap-analysis process are
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the as-is and to-be artefacts, while the output includes a set of specifications indicating
changes that can be made by incrementally adding more details to existing IS.

In [10], the authors of the current paper presented a framework for gap analysis
named GAMBUSE. This proposal adopts a model-engineering approach which
includes the identification and manipulation of mappings between as-is and to-be
business models. GAMBUSE compares these two models by using a set of formal
definitions of the model elements based on [16].

2.3 Domain Name Management at Red.es

The Public Entity Red.es is an organization linked to the Spanish Government’s
Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism which aims to promote the Information
Society in our country. Red.es is in charge of performing all the tasks related to
managing domain names for the geographical top-level domain for Spain’s indicative
(‘.es’). The number of stakeholders involved in this management and the capabilities
demanded have evolved during the last decade [17]. The entity has confronted this
situation by changing the IS on demand and applying successive patches to suit the
operations required at each moment. This evolution has not been as optimal as
expected, resulting in a legacy IS that is hard to evolve and has high maintenance costs.

The increasing need to adapt the system to the new legislation concerning citizens’
electronic access to public services [5] and the incorporation of the National Inter-
operability Framework Law [4] to the domain name management system led Red.es to
consider modernizing the system via structural and functional changes.

Since the system is too complex for the length of this paper, we shall focus on one
of its subsets: ‘.es ownership transmission’. Domain name transmission is a func-
tionality provided by Red.es consisting of the possibility of changing the ownership of
a ‘.es’ domain name from one citizen or company to another using the current IS.

3 Modernization of the ‘.es Ownership Transmission’
Scenario

Our proposal for system modernization at Red.es comprises a ‘horseshoe’ process [8]
based on the ADM approach together with gap analysis (see Fig. 1).

The method proposed starts by defining the IT level models (KDM) and then
applies several sets of transformation rules [18] to reach the business level, represented
using an SBVR model. This model is used by business analysts who can complete and
adapt it with/to new business rules. The gap-analysis technique is then applied in order
to obtain the changes that must be made to attain the target (to-be) solution.

Step 1: Obtaining the initial KDM logical model. The first step is to obtain a
representation of the code of the current system using the concepts defined in the KDM
metamodel [13]. In this step, we take advantage of the MoDISCO tool [1] to obtain
automatically the KDM model from J2EE implementations. Figure 2 shows an excerpt
of the KDM model obtained with MoDISCO. The result is a tree-like representation of
the code but using the concepts of the KDM metamodel.
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Step 2. Refining the KDM logical model. The second step consists of manually
manipulating the results obtained with MoDISCO. For example, in Fig. 3 it is possible
to observe the creation of an if statement but adding the elements representing the
corresponding ‘true’/‘false’ branches.

Step 4. Obtaining the as-is business model. The fourth step consists of obtaining the
business model corresponding to the current system, i.e. the as-is model. ADM already
indicates the existence of transformation rules to obtain the SBVR model from the
abstraction layer of the KDM model but does not specify them [7]. One example of
these rules is that stating: “each RuleUnit the abstraction layer becomes a Rule element
in the SBVR model”.

Step 5. Obtaining the to-be business model. After performing a SWOT analysis [20]
commissioned by senior managers and conducted by business analysts, Red.es studied
various systems in European Registries, which allowed us to obtain the target (to-be)
business model. [17]. For instance, the main weakness (which is in turn understood as

Fig. 1. Steps in our proposal for system modernization.

Fig. 2. KDM (XML) model obtained with MoDISCO from original code
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an opportunity) identified by this analysis was the need to adapt the system to the laws
for interoperability [5] and electronic access to Public Administration services [4] in
order to achieve an interoperable platform.

Step 6. Mapping as-is and to-be business models. The sixth step consists of applying
gap-analysis techniques to the SBVR (as-is, output of the fourth step) and SBVR’ (to-
be, output of the fifth step) models to obtain a formal representation of the differences
between these models. This step comprises three consecutive phases:

• Step 6.1: Representing the business models using formal definitions. The current
modernization proposal defines an extension to the original operators to represent
relationships between classifiers (see Table 1).

• Step 6.2: Applying the operators to analyse both business models. The next substep
consists of identifying the similarities and differences between the elements of both
business models. By applying the operators defined by GAMBUSE plus the
operators we have added, it is possible to discover which parts of the business are
subject to change, and therefore the parts of the system code that will require
modification.

Fig. 3. Refined KDM model (infrastructure layer) for the running scenario.

Table 1. New operators added to GAMBUSE notation for classifier relationships.

Item Description

Contains (C1 � C2) Association relationship between 2 classifiers C1 and C2
Inherits (C1 # C2) ‘Inherits’ relationship between 2 classifiers. C2 inherits from C1
Compose (C1 2 C2) ‘Composition’ relationship between 2 classifiers. C1 is a part of C2
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• Step 6.3: Obtaining processing operations. The output of the previous substep is a
set of predicates containing the result of applying the Intersection and Disparity
operators (in both directions). This information is used in the next phase to deter-
mine the modifications that should be made to the as-is model to attain the to-be
model.

Step 7. Obtaining the target logical model. The output operations obtained in the
previous step are used to define and apply the necessary transformation rules [18] to the
as-is KDM logical model (abstraction layer), obtained in the third step. A to-be KDM’
model is then obtained in accordance with the new business rules and the
insert/subtract operations.

Step 8. Obtaining the target implementation. The final step consists of applying the
transformation rules defined in the second step in reverse order. This KDM’ will be the
source used by developers to modify the code that the modernized information system
will implement. The transformation rules used for this last step make it possible to code
partially the modernized information system [18]. Figure 4 shows an overview of this
step in which the source code obtained with the rules and applied to the case scenario
are depicted.

Fig. 4. Overview of the final step of the proposal applied to a fragment of the running scenario.
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4 Related Works

In Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) the term modernization has led to the concept of
Model-Driven Reengineering (MRE) [21] which has been discussed in several works,
some of which are analysed as follows.

Pu et al. [22] propose a set of rules to semi-automatically obtain and update
business rules within the scope of Web Engineering using UML diagrams to describe
domain-specific operations. This work is one of the earliest proposals to deal with
modernizing a legacy system by considering the influence of business rules applied to a
concrete domain. However, they restrict their scope of influence to the presentation
layer of a Web-based system. Other works [23, 24] similarly propose specific frame-
works focused on modelling system behaviour. These works understand the business
level from a more flow-oriented viewpoint (business process) rather than focusing on
the analysis and modelling of the static business rules governing the application to be
modernized.

Ulrich [9] goes one step further by defining a series of case studies based on
different types of ADM-based modernization alternatives, and analysing several
real-world case studies. However, although a model-driven approach is used, this work
lacks a precise methodology (steps or stages) that could be followed to guide this
process. Van den Heuvel [26] solves this drawback by providing a set of steps that
allow progress in the modernization of a system. This approach is purely theoretical
with no details on how to implement the proposal. Other earlier works, such as that by
Baxter and Hendryx [20], use different tools and formal mechanisms to extract both
the functionality and business rules used in a system, either directly from existing
source code or from the actors involved in the organization and in the modernization
tasks. Their strategy is quite useful when performing the initial steps in a reengineering
process, but they do not, unfortunately propose a model-based modernization approach.

The work of Ilk et al. [12] presents an approach to modernize enterprise systems
that also focuses on the idea of performing a gap analysis. The authors propose
enriching the source code components with business semantics in order to use them for
service-oriented development during the system modernization process.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper we have presented a proposal that aims to overcome the challenge of
modernizing the current IS at Red.es. To that end, our proposal offers not only a
model-driven method based on business rules, but also a practical approach that has
been successfully applied at Red.es, covering all the steps of a modernization process.
It also defines both a specific business model (not explicitly included as part of the
original ADM approach) and transformation rules with which to semi-automatically
obtain the business model from the source logical model. Finally, our proposal also
updates a set of mapping operations with which to obtain a logical to-be model (KDM’
to-be) from both the business to-be model (SBVR’ to-be) and the logical as-is model
(KDM as-is), using gap analysis techniques.
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This paper has used the case of the ownership transmission of ‘.es’ domain names
at Red.es as running scenario to illustrate the proposal. This was chosen since it
comprised a representative and complete information flow involving different roles and
processes, and also corresponded to a relatively isolated module of the ‘.es’ domain
name management IS. Very few of the other proposals studied are able to demonstrate
the feasibility and practical application of their proposal, and are in many cases formal
and theoretical works that are hard to apply in an actual enterprise environment or even
at the Public Administration.

One of the main drawbacks of the proposal, at its current state, relies on the fact
that, although model transformation rules have been defined [18], they still need a
transformation engine to execute them in order to automate the method as much as
possible. In addition, some of the steps still require the designer to manipulate the
models manually which is a fact that requires proper training and a precise knowledge
of the system under modernization. To that extend, as future work we shall develop a
toolkit to permit not only the visual editing and simple validation of models, but also a
user-friendly environment for the definition of model transformations and their sub-
sequent execution.
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